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Fascination with yoga is sweeping pastures throughout the world. U. Twelve traditional cow
poses, including Downward Facing Bovine (Udder Mooca Svavasana), are aptly demonstrated in
this unique calendar.S. Also contains six bonus weeks of July through December 2018; moon
phases; Cows are turning to this ancient discipline in herds to reap the benefits of relaxation,
versatility and increased milk production. The huge format features daily grids with ample area
for jotting appointments, birthdays and personal reminders. and worldwide holidays.
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 It is not only funny, but it's very mooo-ving (couldn't make it). The photos are so vibrant and life
like.Kudos to whomever developed the idea!.I was excited when We first opened the calendar
and it said that it came with 6 bonus weeks but after opening the calendar I found that these
were July-Dec of 2014. I cannot actually be upset about this though because I wasn't expecting
any bonus months to begin with.Overall this is one fantastic calendar. I anticipate framing each
month's picture when the year is over. Absolutely adorable. Maybe following year. It is a
conversation beginner and everybody loves it! What can you say in regards to a calendar filled
with cows in yoga positions? You can't state anything but laugh. Use for work station.! She's seen
the cats and dogs yoga calendars, however the cows were an initial for her. Every month gives
you a different picture and a quotation from a well-known scholar.Ideal for cow and yoga lovers
alike I was absolutely thrilled when We received this majestic calendar. I like the mini size
better:) This is actually the regular size calendar, not the mini. Five Stars Wife loves it... Unique
and of high quality, a true conversation piece Five Stars This was an excellent find. I have it up
currently at work and it is (1) function appropriate and (2) FUNNY! Lifts spirits I have this hanging
in my own senior high school library. It always makes our patrons chuckle (and me too). We
bought for a pal of mine to try ... We bought for a pal of mine to take to work with her. Gotta love
it! Funny Gave this to my parents who've always worked cattle. Very funny images and they
loved it. Where else is it possible to find Cows doing Yoga but Amazon .. The calendar also
displays the phases of the moon that is pretty handy when trying to impress the girls. Must get!
My child, the yoga instructor, had to laugh. It creates me laugh each time I understand this
calendar!! Very cute It was for my daughter's birthday she loves it. SO CUTE! The thing that I am
just a little upset with on the calendar is usually that they did not change Monday to Mooday,
that would have brought this calendar to a whole new level. Fast delivery. I love the mini size :) .
Type of stupid but fun Type of stupid but fun Five Stars Product is working good. Where else is it
possible to find Cows doing Yoga but Amazon! It's funny and adorable and when you love cows
like I do, it's a bonus. work in fact it is (1) work appropriate and (2) FUNNY!
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